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The problem with talking about firearms is that people tend to be either gun nuts or they’re

totally ignorant and/or scared to death of firearms. If you're a novice and try to find answers

online you're soon flooded with divergent opinions, conflicting advice, and sometimes ridicule

for asking such “stupid” questions.Finding answers in person, in a gun store, surrounded by

firearm devotees, is even more intimidating! Who, in their right mind wants to embarrass

themselves in a room full of complete strangers!The print version of this book is titled The Gun

Guide for Those Who Know Nothing About Firearms. It's also available at Ebook Tops

Books.This book takes those who are new to the world of firearms and explains the basics of

how firearms work, the strengths and weaknesses of every major type of firearm you're likely

to encounter, and in the final section, shows you how to evaluate firearm and ammunition

choices. When you're finished reading this book you’ll be equipped to make an informed

purchase that takes into account your budget and your needs.
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R. Duke, “Perfect first book for newbies. While I already knew a little bit about some guns, this

book was great at introducing me to more info about all types of firearms. Written on level, the

author never talks down to the reader. He speaks to you on a simple, concise manner without

appearing to dummy down the info (which indeed he has!). While he does keep it all simple,

this is the best foundation you could start building on. I've gone through it once, about to go

back and read again!!”

TimGamble, “Great Book for Beginners. This book is a short, easy read for folks completely

new to guns. It covers most of the basics in an understandable way. The graphics aren't flashy,

but the many diagrams and illustrations get the point across. Solid informtion, but not

advanced. Experienced gun owners probably already know most of this stuff. Newbies

shouldn't expect to become an expert after reading this book, but it is a great starting point for

their education.”

Alexander Richard, “This book provided a lot of information without losing the reader in too

many finer details. All the basics and most of the .... I had only started shooting recently and

before that, I had little to know experience with firearms. This book provided a lot of

information without losing the reader in too many finer details. All the basics and most of the

advanced materials are touched on in this book and it is a great start for anyone wishing to

learn more about firearms.”

P. D. Barnum, “Delivery service was excellent.. Exactly what I needed!! My current address has

me living close to my "Gun Culture" kids. I never had knowledge of nor access to guns growing

up, so I had to have something that allowed me to start at the beginning. It's one of several

books I'm currently reading.  Delivery service was excellent.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Overall a good resource and interesting read...at least if you are

interested in guns and are just starting out.. Well written, easy to read. A good guide for

beginners with lots of good information. The one "problem" to keep in mind is the author is

American so the book is naturally focused on laws in the US. Canadian readers should keep in



mind that firearms in Canada are federally regulated. Much of the basic material covered by

Mr. Gregersen is covered in the Canadian Firearms Safety Course, but his insights regarding

the different factors that affect the performance of firearms as well as what to keep in mind

when purchasing a firearm are invaluable.  Definitely worth the read.”

The book by Steven Gregersen has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 182 people have provided

feedback.
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